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Times have changed

2015 at a glance
 ¡ At the end of 2015, 67 percent of all 
smartphones in Germany had an Android 
operating system installed on them.  
Worldwide 66 percent of users use a mobile  
device with an Android operating system.

 ¡ 2,333,777 new Android malware instances 
were discovered by G DATA security experts 
in 2015 as a whole. Compared to 2014, this  
is an increase of over 50 percent. 

 ¡ Hence it is important for users of Android 
smartphones and tablets to keep their 
operating system fully up to date all the 
time, as security holes in Android are being 
found and exploited by criminals faster and 
faster. 

 ¡ Hence G DATA security experts advise 
updating to the latest version of Android as 
a matter of urgency. When buying a new 
mobile device, be sure to check that the 
current version of Android is installed, as in 
many cases involving supposed bargains 
there are no longer any updates available 
for the out-of-date version. 

 ¡ Mobile banking Trojans are becoming ever 
smarter. The number of people carrying 
out banking transactions on their mobiles 
is rapidly increasing. Cyber criminals are 
upgrading and distributing ever more 
sophisticated malware in order to specifi-
cally target banking customers.
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The current situation: a new Android malware strain 
appears every 11 seconds 

In 2015 the number of new Android 
malware variants increased substan-
tially once again. G DATA analysts 
counted a total of 2,333,777 new mal-
ware instances, a sad record. There 
were 758,133 in the fourth quarter 
alone, representing an increase of 
no less than 32 percent compared to 
the previous quarter. Compared to 
2014 (1,548,129), this was an increase 
of over 50 percent, and the upwards 
trend is continuing.
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Who would have thought five years ago that 
we would be monitoring our health with 
a watch or would be able to protect our 
homes with our telephones? Who would have 
predicted that our mobile devices would 
one day be giving us shopping tips or enable 
completely new possibilities for using media?

And who would have dreamt that an entire 
generation would never own a desktop PC 
and would never bother subscribing with a 
cable provider? Five years ago, the mobile 
revolution was still in its infancy; today it is 
growing at a rapid rate and nobody knows  
if and when it will stop. 
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G DATA Mobile Internet Security

Mobile Internet Security for Android
Android devices make everyday life easier. Yet the more popular an operating system is, the 
more interesting it becomes for cyber criminals as well. With G DATA Mobile Internet Security, 
your Android smartphone or tablet is in the best hands.

Phishing protection Dangerous, bogus websites are immediately detected and blocked. For safe surfing, banking and shopping – 
even when out and about 

Malware scanner No malicious software: protection all the time against every current threat, thanks to the scanner’s Cloud connection

Theft protection If the SIM card is changed without authorisation, you can lock or delete your smartphone remotely

Location and alarm Locate a lost or stolen device via the Internet

App checking Checks your appsʼ permissions and detects whether you are secure or secretly being spied on

Age-appropriate  
surfing

You decide which websites your child is allowed to visit, with integration of the child protection portal  
Frag-finn.de

Usage monitoring You decide which apps your child is allowed to use when and for how long

SMS and call filters Only talk to people you trust on the phone. Also protects against unsolicited and dangerous SMS

Protected contacts Hide important contacts in a secure, password-protected area. Any data, messages and call lists associated with 
these contacts can only be accessed by you 

Password protection 
for apps

Set a password for important apps, so only people in the know can access them. Prevent costs from unwanted 
videos or in-app purchases this way

Mobile Internet Security for iOS
Access everything the digital world has to offer on your iPhone or iPad. And so you do not 
encounter criminals on the net when you do so, G DATA Mobile Internet Security transforms 
the Internet into a safe, worry-free place for you. 

Surfing and phishing 
protection Our browser offers the best protection against the latest threats

Location if the device 
is lost or stolen Enables your iOS device to ring loudly via the G DATA Action Center – even in silent mode

Message if SIM card  
is changed You receive an SMS as soon as the SIM card in your iOS device is changed

Notification when the 
battery level is low Before your device shuts down, its last location is sent to the G DATA Action Center

Security for your  
children The secure browser ensures that your children can only visit suitable sites

Jailbreak detection G DATA checks whether your system has been manipulated and prevents secret spying on contact data  
or logging keyboard input etc. 
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Quickly buying T-shirts via a tablet, downloading a 
recipe for the evening meal and using a smartphone 
to check emails and Facebook – G DATA is there with 

you for your entire mobile life, so staying carefree 
while out and about is no longer a luxury.
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The G DATA add-on modules

G DATA Secure Chat
What is private, stays private. It is as simple 
as that. Secure Chat protects your dialogue 
with friends or group chats from prying 
eyes. Stick with your own kind: thanks to the 
encrypted connections, hackers and data 
thieves cannot infiltrate your chats.

Keep control of sensitive data: with G DATA 
Secure Chat you can automatically delete 
chats and photos on both your and the 
recipient’s device. An incorruptible alter-
native to conventional instant messaging 
services. 

G DATA QR Code Scanner
A key to a public WLAN, a calendar entry or 
a business card – all sorts of things can be 
hidden behind the black and white square of 
a QR code – including viruses and dangerous 
websites unfortunately.

The G DATA QR Code Scanner detects these 
instances, warns you, blocks access and, 
unlike other scanners, is advertising-free. 

For even greater convenience in your mobile 
online life, use G DATA Secure Chat, the QR Code 
Scanner and the VPN module (in-app purchase with 
monthly/yearly subscription options). All add-on 

modules also run on the free lite version of G DATA 
Mobile Internet Security and will also soon be 
available for devices with iOS operating systems. 

G DATA VPN
Free Wi-Fi is as commonplace in public places 
these days as the foam on a cappuccino. 
Whether in a café, at an airport or in a hotel, 
Wi-Fi is everywhere. So protect your data 
even in public networks and do not let crimi-
nals see it. This will keep your emails, banking 
transactions and surfing habits secret. 

For greater security – at home and on the 
move. The VPN module also enables video 
streaming and, if required, compresses 
incoming and outgoing data packets, thus 
reducing your data volumes. The clever 
solution for people who like to go online 
anywhere. 

About G DATA
G DATA Software AG is the antivirus pioneer. Founded in 1985, G DATA developed the 
first software to combat computer viruses more than 30 years ago. Today G DATA is 
one of the leading providers of Internet security solutions and virus protection, with 
over 400 employees worldwide.

www.gdatasoftware.com
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